
DANCE SHOW ETIQUETTE AND EXPECTATIONS 
• Words of encouragement, assistance and congratulatory comments are 

always welcome towards your fellow dancers. Refrain from making any 
negative comments regarding any performances, performers, costumes, etc. 

• There are a lot of people who volunteer their time to make the show possible 
and the "crew" is just as important as the dancers. Without them the show 
does not run as smoothly, so treat them with the utmost respect at all times  

• Remember that your teacher has a lot to do that night so follow the "chain of 
command" when you have a question or concern. First approach your peer 
tutor or designated group leader. If they can't solve the problem, they will 
then bring it to your teacher. 

• Don’t bring more than the essentials (the dressing rooms will be crowded). 
No food or drink other than water will be allowed. Do not bring valuables; 
take off your jewelry at home so it does not get lost.  

• All RSS dancers are expected to stay at the end of the night to assist with 
clean up. 

• Shows can be a stressful time for everyone, so be aware that you may not be 
the only one feeling the pressure! 

• Follow directions, if you are told to stand in a certain spot or wait 
somewhere…do as you are told!  

• Be on time when it is your rehearsal or show time, we are on a tight timeline 
and have no room to run late.  

• Only dancers are allowed backstage and in the dressing rooms….spectators 
will have to wait to see you until after you have performed. 

• Remember that the show represents the culmination of all your hard work 
this semester. It is an opportunity to shine. It is also you FINAL EXAM!! 

 


